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Murray State is celebrating women
in history making a difference with
an annual luncheon hosted by the
Women's Center on March 25, 48.

The Thoroughbreds are off with
their best season start since 2001
boasting a 9-3 record. They travel
I to St. Louis University today hoping to Improve their record, 18.

Check out student's SprinCJ
Break plansat thenews.oro.
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Task force considers
4percent tuition cap
for '09-10 fiScal year

Call of Fame
One students loud
harmonica playing
had other students
upset.

Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
Following the approval of a
4 percent tuition ceiling for
all comprehensive universities in Kentucky, the Bo~d of
Regents Tuition Task Force is
working on its recommenda·
tions for tuition and fees at
Murray State for the 20092010 fiscal year.
If the University goes with
a 4 percent increase, tuition
would cost about $114 more a
semester. In-state tuition and
mandatory fees are currently
$2, 874 a semester.
Tom Denton, vice president
for Finance and Administrative Services, said though a 4
percent tuition increase will
help funding for the University following the state-mandated 2 percent state appropriation cut, budget reallocations
are still necessary.
"Yes, the 4 percent will definitely help, but it may not
capture everything that we
need," Denton said.
Denton said although he
cannot guess what members
of the tuition task force will
propose, he said he does think
they realize a tuition increase
is necessary.
"I do think that 4 percent,
even though it does represent
increase, is reasonable given
the situation we're in with the
state economy, the state funding," Denton said." It's unfortunate that the student is
receiving the impact, but
we're trying to do what we
can to minimize that and of
course we're all looking
toward the day when the state
economy get back on track."
University President Randy
Dunn said the task force publishes its proposal on March
25. He said the University will
then craft a proposal for
tuition and mandatory fees
for next year with those recommendations in mind.
Dunn said the University
will then host several forums
to garner response from the
campus community prior to
meeting with the board on
April 13. After the board
makes a decision, Dunn said
the University will seek
approval from the Kentucky
Council for Post-Secondary
Education on May 22.
Kara Mantooth, senior from
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Owensboro, Ky., acts as a student representative on the
tuition task force. She said at
previous meetings several
task force members have
expressed support for a 4 per~
cent tuition increase, but she
said no discussion has taken
place since the 4 percent ceil·
ing was passed.
Mantooth said she thinks a
4 percent increase is reason·
able.
"It's not so extreme that
you're going to have to take
out a second job to get that
money," Mantooth said. "And
it's important to think about
keeping what we have at Murray - the services that have
been provided.
"Prices are going up and we
can't help that as much as we
would like to and so $228 per
year I don't think is going to
stop any student from attend·
ing Murray State. Hopefully
there's some way that they
can figure out how to get that
extra money."
Mantooth said the task
force has students in mind.
"We're working really hard
to keep the students' best
interest in mind," Mantooth
said. "It is a tough time, obvi·
ously. The whole state, country, everyone is trying to figure out how to keep best
prices low and things like that
and still maintain what we
have.
"And we've really tried to
flgUI'e out what the students
want and bow we can provide
that to them. That's something that's really important
to all of us on the tuition task
force."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edward.s@
murraystate.edu.

Students still have time Student adds daily prayer for Lent
~ to support textbook bill
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Each week The News
will feature another stu-

dents' Lenten Resolution.

Staff report

House Bill 226 was passed
through the House of Representatives and the Senate
should review it Friday.
If passed, the bill would
require professors publish
ISBN numbers of textbooks
used in their classes, and
require publishers to offer
packaged items separately
and explain revisions made to
new editions of textbooks.
Kara Mantooth, senior from
Owensboro, Ky., and Student
Government
Association
president, said she is encour·
aged by the bill's progress.
"Every step that it passes
through is sort of like a milestone for us, but if it passes
the Senate, we're good," Man·
tooth said.

Mantooth said if the Senate
does not pass House Bill 226,
the Senate may still elect to
table the bill, prolonging a
decision.
"It's always a plus for it to
be passed by the House
because that shows there is
support behind it from that
group of people," Mantooth
said.
Mantooth said she hopes
the Senate realizes how
important this bill is for students.
"This is a way to lower the
cost of higher education without asking for money from the
government," Mantooth said.
Mantooth said students stiU
have time to contact their legislatures to Back the Book or
address any other concerns
they have about legislation.

Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer
Andrew
Perkins,
senior from Symsonia.
Ky., is not Catholic, but
he is participating in
Lent for the first time
this year. Perkins said
he decided to participate in the season of
abstinence and denial.
Perkins said instead
of the traditional practice of giving something
up he chose to add
something to his daily
routine.
"I decided as a starter,
I would get up earlier, at
least 30 minutes earlier
every morning, and
start my day off with

prayer," Perkins said.
Perkins said he sees
direct benefits to the
practices of Lent.
''It is a way to
strengthen your relationship with God,"
Perkins said. "It's all
about praying and fasting, the act of giving
something up, or adding
something, is a chal·
lenge to yourself. You
can grow as a person,
and as you grow as a
person you can grow in
your relationship with
God."
Perkins said although
it is not too difficult to
wake up early, his
choice to add something
to his routine was more
of a challenge for him.
"I didn't really want
to subtract anything,
because I think that's

easy," Perkins said. "I've
given up Coke for a
month, I've given up
beer for a month, that's
easy. Adding something
is harder to do, especially since we're all very
busy."
In addition to his new
morning
mission,
Perkins has followed
with tradition in decid·
ing to abstain from meat
on Fridays, something
he finds challenging.
"That is very different," Perkins said.
"Well, I mean, having
never done that before,
it's something I have to
consciously thi.nk about.
I've been getting very
used to fish. If I'm going
to participate, I'm going
to participate the right
way."
Perkins sees his

morning addition as
something he will continue doing after Lent.
"It would be a good
goal to talk to God every
day," Perkins said.
"'Really that's a good
goal for anybody; it
shouldn't just be something to do for lent. This
is like a jump start. If I
can make that a part of
my day, I think that will
help me in many ways."
Perkins said Lent it is
a learning experience.
"There's no need to
pick 40 days out of any
point in time to give up
something or decide
you want to strengthen
your relationship with
God," Perkins said.
Bee Feldhuas can
at
be
reached
rebecca .feldhaus@
murraystate.edu.

News Editor: Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-4468
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This week- - - - - - - - - - - Today

Friday

eD4S p.m. Spanbb Co11versation

e8:30 a.m. "Betwee11 the fences:"
e xhibit: Wrather Weat KentuckY
Museum: closes at o4 p.m.; open to

•U a.m. Joumey ChW'clt service;
Curris Center larse ballroom
e6 p.11L Newman House mass: St.

the publk

Leo Catholic Cburdl; 404 N. 12th
St,

Table; Cuzris Center Thoroughbred Room: open to public
e8 p.m. Murray State Concert
Choir and Chamber Singers perform; Lovett Auditorium, Cree

March 22

•Noon Baseball vs. North Dakota

March 24

March 23

State; Reagan field, free
•7 p.m. Men's basketball: RSEC.
free
e8 p.m. Murray State Jazz Orchestra featurins Clarinetist Amy Slm·
mons: LOvett Audltori~ free

•7 p.m. Tinsel·
town Tuesdays
presents: "Ver·
tigo:" Currls
Center Theater.
free

-a... Resume

-4 p.m. Aikido Club meeting; Carr
Health Room 203; ends at 5:30
p.m.; open to faculty and students
eS p.m. RCA meeting; Curtis Center Barldey Room: open to public
e6 p.m. Dinner at the Wesley
:Foundati<.>n. $1

Image courtesy of Nypostwm

March 24

March 25

-4 p.m. Karate Club JDHting; Carr

•Noon Baseball

VI.

March 26

Mid Colitinem;

-4 pa. Karate Club meetiDs; Carr

fJaltll racquetball court; open to pub- double-headtr; 3 p.m. R.eapA Pleld, Healda ~etball c:oun; open to pub-

Uc

., p.m. CAlf

m~etiqg;

SGA Oflke
CUtrii Cen~r first floor; open to pub-

lk

e6 p.IIL Din.Der at the Wesley Foundatioa,$1
•7 p.m. Tinseltown Tuesdays pre sents: "Vertigo;• Curtis Center l1leater, flu and o~n to the pUblic

free
•12:20 p.m. Homemade lJptcheono
BCM,$1
·~ p.m. Men's tennis vs. AustinPeay; Purcell tennli courts. free
•3:30 p.m. Generating Al~es in
Appalachia panel; Curris Center "11:aeater; open co public
•5 p.m. SGA aaeeting; Curris <:enter
Barkley .Room: open to pubUc

Jic

•?m- p.m. 101 w~

Baptist cam-

pus Mlaitt.ry' Cree

CominCJ~

Now Playing

=~to~~==
In Ordway

C inema International
"'River"s P.dge PUm Festival"
March 26-28

•NO P4 Cillema International

"'Darwin's Nfsbtmare" (USA):
April2 - 4

publk

•Mountain Top Removal• (USA):
April l7

•JUV~s ldp flUm festival;" Curris
Cealef 11aeater; ~ and open to the

Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all ite ms received will be published.

Police Beat- - - - - - - - - - - - - - MarchS
:
:
:

:
:
;
:
•

751 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
from the Roy Stewart Stadium
parking lot reported broken
glass in the second row of the
south end of the lot. Central
Plant was notified.
10:19 p.m. A caller from the
Business Build ing reported
locking his or her checkbook in
a classroom. Facilities Manage·
ment assisted the caller.
8:S4 p.m. A caller from the Residential College Circle report·
ed a driver who was speeding
and causing the ir tires to
squeal. The driver was gone on
officer arrival.

March6
12:12 a.m. A caller from 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard
reported an intoxicated student. The student was given a
ride home by~ friend.
6 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
from Carr Health requested an

officer file a theft report. An
officer took a report for theft
by unlawful taking less than
$300.
6:19 p.m. A caller from the mall
area ncar Carr Health reported
a light down in front of the
Centra l
Plant
building.
repaired the light.

March7
12:02 a.m. Murray State Police
at Farmer Street arrested
Joseph M Oliver, non-student
from Murray, for improper d isplay, first degree DUI and
operating a motorcycle without a driver's license.
3;43 p.m. A calle r from
Springer College reported a
vehicle parked in a handicap
parking .space with its lights
on. An officer gave a verbal
warning to the d river. The driver had consumed an alcoholic
beverage, so the vehicle's passenger moved the car from the
handicap parking spot.

9-lO p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
from W aterfield
Library
reported windows on the south
side of the building open. The
building coordinator was notified to secure the windows.

March8
12:59 a.m. A caller from the
Winslow Dining Hall loading
dock requested an escort to to
the Five Points parking lot.
The caller was assisted by a
Murray State officer.
3:04 a.m. A caller from Regents
College asked the officer to do
a walk through of building.
The officer found people on
the third floor who were too
loud. An officer warned the
people to turn down the ir
music.
7:14 p.m. A caller from Blackburn Applied Science building
reported the building should
be unlocked. T he building
coordinator was not ified to
unlock the building.

March9
12:23 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a vehicle was
struck twice while parked in
the Public Saft!ty parking lot.
T he caller was unsure when or
if the incident occurred on
campus.
3:50 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to McCall M.
Webb, senior from Kevil, Ky.,
for first degree offense citation
for passing an unloading
school bus.
8 p.m. Murray Police Department at 15th Street parking lot
reported a pe rson who was
passed out in the parking lot.
Murray State Police officer
located the intoxicated person
and notified a cab service to
take the person home. An officer took a report.

MarchiO
10".33 a.m. The residence director
for Elizabeth College

Marcll8
3:24 am. A caller from Etizabeth College reported someone loudly playing
the barmODica outside the building. An
officer warned the player to cease disturbing the area.
reported the couch located in
the front lobby had burn marks
on it. The Murray Fire Department, Murray State Housing,
the state fire marshal. and the
Office of Environmental Safety
and Health were notified. An
officer took an arson report.
10:59 a.m. A Facilities Management worker at Hart College
reported a vehicle located
south of the building had glass
laying around it. Murray State
officers were unable to locate
the damaged vehicle.
9:14 p.m. A caller from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
reported skateboarders in the
area. An officer warned the
people of Murray State's antiskateboarding policy.

9:15 p.m. A caller from the
Quad area repo rted a vehicle
parked in t he Quad. The driver
of tht~ vehicle was helping set
up for a fair. An officer
re~ucstcd driver to move the
vehicle.

Motorist assists • 0
Racer escorts - 1
Arrests- 1 '

As.~istant News Editor Robin
Phelps compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by Public Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

I .
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Murray State Universi:tY Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff
SENIOR SALUTE
May 2009
10 a.m.- 6 p.m. Tuesday, March 24
10 a.m.- 6 p.m. Wednesday, March 25
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Thursday, March 26
Diploma Frame
Protect and display
your diploma
with a
custom-made frame.
Perfect for
home or office.
$109.95 - $179.95

Certificate of Appreciation
I

•I

'

Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom-printed
on the framed certificate.
$18
Personalized Announcements
The best way to announce
to all those special
people. Your name,
degree and major will be
C) printed in the actual text of
"-;)
your announcement,
along with the time and
location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in
packages of 20.
$35

Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

See the complete
selection of Murray
State class rings.
Take advantage of
promotional prices
starting at $159
during Senior Salute.

COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
requirements, and commencement exercises.
STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for May
graduates with Stafford loans. A representative will be available until4 p.m.
each day.
MURRAY STATE GRADUATE STUDIES: The Graduate Studies Office will
host a Graduate Programs Fair during Senior Salute from 9 a.m. until3 p.m.
All academic colleges will be present to provide information on their
respective graduate programs. The Fair will be held in the Curris Center
Dance Lounge.

Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes.
The distinctive mark of your graduating
class. Available in packages of 25.

$8
Thank You Notes
Say thank you with these
elegant note cards, featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of 10.
$10

CAREER SERVICES: Learn how to establish a career services file
online! Information about resume preparation, interviewing, and job search
techniques will be available.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will provide
information on how to network with Murray State Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is
Important to stay in louch with Murray State.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap and gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations and more! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing
Representative to select the perfect dipfoma frame.
SENIOR CLASS GIFT: Members of the senior class will be on hand to talk
with you about the importance of giving back and leaving YOUR legacy at
Murray State.
CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHY: Have your graduation portrait taken at Senior
Salute! There is no sitting fee, no obligation to buy, no appointment needed,
and FREE proofs. We w11l provide the regalia to have your graduation
portrait taken.

Cap, Gown, & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $34.95
Includes stole
Master's $94.95
Includes stole and hood

Accessories
Residential College Stoles
Bachelor Honor Cords
Master's Hoods

$15.25
$8.00
$58.95
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Publications reach
final print editions
Jessica Perez
Staff writer
Murray State is ending the publication of print
versions of its phoncbook and class schedules,
opting instead to post them online.
Josh Jacobs, Chilof of Staff. said officials started mulling over ending the print publi,cations a
while ago.
"We have been talking about this for over two
years now and we finally decided that it needed
to be done," Jacobs said.
Murray is trring to catch up with the ongoing
trend of making services available online, Jacobs
said.
By making the phoncbook and schedule of
classes available online, he said it will give students as well as faculty and staff ac~.:ess to information any tim~ of the day.
Having this kind of information online will
also improve accuracy because it is frequently
updated, which is not possible with paper
copies, he said.
Kaitlyn Hofer, sophomore from Owensboro,

Ky., said she thinks the switch may actually be
less convenient.
"I never use the phonebook," she said. "But I
did like the fact that they had print versions of
the schedule of classes available because it really comes in handy and I think its alot quicker
than having to look everything up online."
Akmg with the goal of improving accuracy
and ease, the conversion will reduce print costs
tremendously and fits into Murray State's Ngoing
green" effort , jacobs said.
By converting this information to online versions, unnecessary costs arc no longer made for
unused print copies, Jacobs said.
This also works with the University's attempt
to improve the myGate system so more services
are offered to students, faculty members and
staff.
Said Jacobs: NThis is a great step forward for
the institution, by helping us be stewards to our
community and taking this necessary and simple
step to better our community as a whole."

jessica Perez can be reached at jcssica.pcrez@
murraystate.cdu.

MSU

Laurl'n lanhamf7he N ew \

Senior Thien N9uyen (near) and junior Ryan Schuler (far). both fromLouisville. Ky., set up accounts for online reQIstratlon in the Curris Center Monday.

••
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$200 for New Leases
We are offering $200 in Visa gift cards to any
New* Fall2009 Lease Completed**
by Friday.

The Chase @Murray offers
2- and 4-bedroom apartmen ts.
Now at a lower rate!

Includes
Available year-round!
To be a part of this inaugural issue
call our advertising office at
809-4478 by March 27.*
*The News offices will be closed
March 16-20 for Spring Break.

THE

• All-inclusive rent to include
Internet , cable and
electric with cap
• Private bathrooms
•Washer s and dryers
• Fully furnished with
new leather couches
and wood-looking
flooring
•New Fitness Center
•New Tanning Dome

CHASE
AT Ill U RRAY

Don't miss this great deal!
Contact us today to reserve your room.
* Available only for new customers between 2113/09 and 3/13/09
** All paperwork must be completed and approved, including
application, lease and parental or sponsor guaranty form.

THE CHASE @ MURRAY
1700 Lowe's Drive
270-759-3003
myownapartment.com
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Schedule with fewer paper cuts
University bids happy farewell to printed class schedules, phone directories
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
What better way to signal the move toward
a paperless campus than abandoned stacks of
course schedules and phone directories?
Thousands of pages of wastt·d paper have
little place in Murray State's digital campus of
tomorrow.
Maybe Murray State's printed schedules
and phone din.·ctories maintain a cult following. As is the case with D movies of the past,
maybe some students refuse to let go of the
more vintage parts of their lives.
Whnt if a handful of students simply enjoy
collecting interesting artifacts from the past?
For these groups, the last printed Murray
State phone directory and class schedule will

take their place on some mantle alongside
arrowheads. phonographs, Ataris and
Polaroid cameras.
For most students, huge blocks of thin. bundled paper hold little value as necessary tools
for receiving information on things like
course availability.
As the last Kentucky University to adopt
enterprise resource programs such as
myGate, Murray State also tends to show
reluctance to new developments online. Compared to other Kentucky universities, Murray
State only moves toward technological
advancements when absolutely necessary.
When universities decide to wave goodbye
to historic staples of campus life like printed
schedules or phone books, everybody needs

to have reached a consensus. For those accustomed to submitting their thoughts via post
instead of e-mail, the process can take some
time.
Recently, the myGate system helped Murray State reach the decision to change how
they run the ca.mpus.
Instead of a multitude of departments, each
computing to miscommunication with scattered paper copies, the University will come
under one online information system. For all
the man-hours invested in these updates, University administrators expect programs such
as myGate to completely revolutionize the
flow of information at Murray State.
ln place of paper schedules and directories.
Murray State will offer accurate databases of

t

I KtEW 1lE5E ClASS 5QEOOLfS WOOlJ)
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I

information flexible enough to incorporate
updates on available courses as they occur.
When students need to fmd contact information on an individual student, or a phone
listing for an entire academic department,
they will utilize search features available
through Murray State's directory system.
For the campus to make their transition
smoothly, administrators such as Linda
Miller, CIO for Murray State Information Systems, encourages students to become familiar
with and create their myGate accounts.
The News believes in order for students to
make the greatest use of advancements on
Murray State's campus. students should motivate themselves to become familiar with these
new technologies.

what do you think•••
are gay couples fit to adopt children?

I

"They are dating just like any other
couples. so yeah."

j l

Abby Brotherton • Bruceton. Tenn.
fr:eshman

I
"If they want kids. it is the best way for
them to have kids."
Samantha Crutcher • Murray
freshman
"Of course. It's better for the economy."
Jordan Sn.ow • Mayfield, Ky.
semor

Melissa Deyoung!The Ne~\1<;

Your voice

Letters

Managing threats from the enemy at our gates

Angel Arias
Angel Arias is a
senior from San Pedro
de Macorls, Dominican Republic

Since the meltdown of the
economic system has taken
priority in the U.S., I feel the
need to point out this country
does not have the luxury to
engulf its attention in only one
component of our national
security.
The need to reform this
country's immigration policy Lc;
alarming and cannot wait. No.
my worries arc not over the
Aztec neighbor to the south
but the neighborhood in the
Middle East where we have
invited ourselves in.
The United States gave asylum to 7,000 Iraqis in 2007
even though only 800 had been
accepted since 2003. Using the
general pre 9/11· criteria of
"Special Humanitarian Concern." The revision of the asylum granting policy in this era
of terrorism is important
because if we don't do so it creates the possibility the U.S.
could be, very well, empowering future enemies by giving
them the protection of the
rights that the American Citizenship grants.
This country should not forget that there must be special
security concerns for the people in this region not because
of prejudice or racism. but
because of their willingness to

hurt Americans. The fact that
these individuals could have a
blue passport or they could
swear allegiance to the flag,
does not mean they don't have
desires of revenge for their
intense suffering against the
people of this country.
One example that demonstrate that good intentions can
go wrong. is the presence of
the "Mara Salvatrucha" in the
south of the U.S .. a gang created by emigrants of the Salvadorian civil war. They were
in a "Holy battle against Communism." The U.S. had a big
stake and therefore felt morally obligated to offer a new life
to those whose it had helped
destroy.
The gang is known as one of
the most violent in its home
country and also Central
America, involved in weapons,
drugs and human trafficking.
With El Salvador. the civil
war ended, democracy was
establish and ties have grown
so strong that E1 Salvador has
used the American dollar as
national currency since 2001.
Such a clean slate is nothing
but laughable between the U.S.
and Iraq at least in the near
future, after all, one can easily
put Iraqi deaths over hundreds
of thousands in less than 10

years not necessarily by American hands but as a product of
the American incursion.
Another component of the
behavior that refugees might
have toward the people in the
United States, is formed by the
acceptance they would receive
from their communities; if in
an immigrant stronghold, they
might be able to flourish and
blend in and become full
blooded in the American way.
However, if they are relocated
to an area with a narrow acceptance for foreigner they could
very well grow their resentment against the country and
could also very well convert it
into action.
The revision of this policy is
imperative and must be done
before the tough questions
come.
An American considered
terrorist group named AIShabaab, is known to recruit
Somalis on American soil to
join the fight for Islamic rule in
the African country. After the
remains of one of those young
man, Shirwa Ahmed, a refugee
and a naturalized citizen was
flown back into the U.S. after
he blew himself up in Somalia
killing 30. We should all ask:
couldn't he have done this
here?

the news editorial board
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What happens in Vegas might burn you
Dear Editor,
I am writing to you for two purposes: to get students excited and prepared for Spring Break.
My fellow college students. not only are we in the middle of
enjoying some of the best years of our lives, where it's common
to be poor and "fine dining" is the dollar menu, we are blessed
to get a full week off from it to do even more of what we do
best: as Dave Matthews said "Eat, drink and be merry."
However, although I hope you all are as excited as I am about
this vacation, I want to give you a word of caution as well.
When I told my father I was going to Vegas, he said, ..You do
realize, that not everything that happens in Vegas stays in
Vegas. This includes STD's and jail records."
Keep this in mind while you're packing. Throw in some protection - whether it be sunblock or Health Service's brown bag
special.
Be prepared!
So, don't forget, realize how blessed we are to enjoy this
amazing time in our lives, but make sure you make it back to
Murray with the same health you left it with.

-Emma Wall, senior from Germantown, Tenn.

From the front
(from top left) Tree graphic by Misty Hays/The News; Baseball picture by Rick Burres/ The News;
video camera graphic by Misty Hays/ The News. (sidebar from top) Call of Fame graphic by Kristen
Miller/The News; Face Off qraphic courtesy of lifeinfozone.com; Day in the life of picture by Lau·
ren Bell/The News: weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News:weather information courtesy
weather.com; Arrow graphic by Kristen Miller/ The News
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The Murray State NPws strives to be tilt Universlty communil(s source for Information. Our qoalts to present that infer·
mat1011 in a fatr lll!d unbiased mamH and provi4e afree and optn forum for exprwlon and Clt!late.
The Murray State News Is a de~gnateo public forum. Sludtn! editors have authofity to make all content decisions woi1101Jt
censorship or advance approval.lhe paper offers a hands·on teaminq environment lor students Interested In journalism. The
campus orm shOUld be free from censorshop and advance IPflfOYal of copy 4nd Its editors shOUld develop their l!dotorial and
news poliCies
The Murray Slate Hews is prepared and ttloled by students and iS ao ofllc1al publication of Murray State Unovmily. The
forst copy IS free. Add11ional cop1n are available for 25 cents at 111 W1lson Hall
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Face Off

Simply
Put

Does Senate Bill 68 target gay adoption?
NO
YES
Bill speaks to
more than just
gay couples

Limits rights on
adoption, cuts
suitable homes

Barbie skips over the hill
with no real signs of age

To commemorate the
celebration of Barbic.!'s
is the Institutional LGBT
50th birthday Monday.
is a policy analyst for The
I tried to dive into one
Liaison at Murray State
Family Foundation
of the most hated children's toys of all time.
I tried to understand
what about Barbie
made the doll so sinisOn March S, the Senate JudiciaCohabitation has never been
The American Academy of
Flash back to 2004.
ter.
Clayton
viewed as a positive for children.
ry Committee voted unanimously
Pediatrics, American Medical
Proponents of a constitutional
Aside from a borderSo what has changed? Nearly
in favor of legislation preventing
Association, American Psychoamendment to ban gay marriage
Vertrees line
pornographic
live-in sexual partners from adopevery state has laws recognizing
logical Association and National
repeatedly claimed it would not
chest
and
a resume
marriage between one man and
tive and foster parenting. A recent
Association of Social Workers,
be used to further curtail the
longer
than
most
universities'
academic
one woman. So does the federal
poll finds SS percent of Kentuckamong many other professional
ri~hts of Kentucky's gay and lescatalogues,
Barbie
had
something
that let
government. Some speculate gay
ians agree with this move. But the
medical, legal and social service
bian citizens. Yet, those same
political activists seek to normal·
Kentucky Fairness Alliance is
people have done just that. Takorganizations, agree children of her tunnel deep into the female psyche.
What set Barbie apart from toys like Gl
ize their relationships through
calling the bill the ''Divisive Child
ing advantage of the granddaddy
gays and lesbians do just as well
Joe
and enabled her to torture generaadoption law. After all, if they can
Welfare Shift."
of all catch-22's, they have
as children raised by opposite-sex
tions
of women into believing they were
have children and parent like hetThe Alliance argues this is realattempted to push an anti-gay
parents. The body of research on
worthless,
misshapen symbols of the true
ly an issue of non-discrimination
erosexual couples, then why not
the matter is quite extensive.
agenda by restricting equal access
female
potential?
give them all the legal rights of
and live-In homosexual couples
The reality is children in the
to healthcare and now adoption
I think Barbie leads a far more progresmarriage? That's the argument
who desire to adopt and are being
adoption and foster care system
and foster care by unmarried cousive
life than most women give her credit
anyway.
unfairly targeted. The truth is,
ples.
arc likely to have special needs
for.
At
a time when womt•n had to choose
homosexuals arc not being targetBy nature, it takes one man and
and as a group, gays and lesbians
Make no mistake - the push to
between
professionalism or sex appeal,
one woman to procreate. And it
ed; they are still allowed to adopt
are willing to adopt these special
ban unmarried co-habitating
Barbie
woke
up before sunrise and jogged
under the proposed law. What
takes both a man and a woman - a
adults from foster care and adopneeds children. The odds are
20
miles
on
the moonlit beach ju!lt outfather and a mother - to provide
fewer people realize is the bill
tion is targeted at gays and lesalready stacked against these chilside
her
pink
house in Malibu. Afterward,
role models for a child's healthy
. also prohibits live-in heterosexual
dren, even in an ideal situation.
bians who. by law. cannot marry
Barbie
readied
herself for a busy day as a
development.
couples from adopting. But maybe
Sadly, every year tens of thouin the state of Kentucky. Not
pediatrician.
dolphin
trainer and profesIn 2006, the Catholic Charities
this lack of awareness is because
unlike the tuna fisherman who
sands of children "age-out" of fossional
soccer
player.
of Boston was forced to end its
there is no organized lobby for
ter care and are likely to suffer
catches a stray dolphin in his
I know about GI Joe and Ken, but imag100-year history as the largest
heterosexual live-in couples.
long-term emotional problems.
widely-cast net, the Family Founine
how boys would have received a Mannon-profit adoption provider in
Somehow the debate bas cenIf
the
Family
Foundation
were
dation of Kentucky is willing to
Barbie.
Men never experienced anything
tered on the rights of adults - in
the state of Massachusetts
truly interested in the well-being
snag an opposite-sex couple or
comparable.
because they refused to place
this case, homosexual and heteroof Kentucky's foster children and
two in its quest to proclaim gays
What kept GI Joe from making a Barchildren in cohabiting homosexusexual cohabiting adults. Shouldand lesbians as second-class citithose waiting to be adopted, they
impression on young men?
hie-sized
al homes.
n't the debate focus instead on
would be using their significant
zens. unworthy of having famiGI
Joe
lived
a practical lifestyle. Anywhat's best for children? Perhaps
This is not a fight that advoresources to broaden the pool of
lies. It's ull in a day's work.
body
could
(and
was invited to) be Joe. If
cates
of
the
traditional
family
some parts of society have acquipotential familic.!s for these chi!- '
There's absolutely no credible
little boys wanted to do things like save
picked. It's one gay political
esced to live-in relationships, but
dren instead of narrowing it.
evidt·ncl' to support restriction of
activists are waging. and children
let's not drag kids into them. After
We've heard this song before. the world from Cobra in the desert like
foster care and .adoption by gays
aU, there is no right to adopt.
have become pawns in this latest
In 2004, they were ''simply their plastic hero, they only had to grow
and lesbians. The evidence indiskirmish over sexual poUtics. In
Social data indicates children
defending marriage." In 2006, up and sign the dotted line.
cates, in fact, children would be
If Barbie only offered superficial
the end, adoption is about sc.!curare at greater risk for physical and
they were "simply defending the
best served by expanding the pool
anatomical
distractions, how do you
ing the best possible home for
sexual abuse in the homes of
Constitution." Now, in 2009, they
of available families by continuexplain
the
somewhat
minor impact of Gl
children. It shouldn't be about
cohabiting adults, with the highare "simply defending children."
ing to evaluate all interested
Joe?
Compare
a
busty
professional to a
finding children for people who
est threat coming from live-in
adults based on their ability to
What they are really doing is
hardened
military
veteran
with experiwant to further an agenda.
boyfriends who abuse their girlprovide safe and loving homes.
oppressing Kentucky's gay and
ence
fighting
on
the
majority
of modern
friends' children. Though this bill
lesbian citizens at any cost. The
combat theaters. Barbie had a flat stomwill affect far more cohabiting
biggest
losers
have
been
KenHomonxuallty Is wrong.
heteroseJCuals than homosexual
tucky families. Denying anyone ach, but until Mark McGwire, the world
It's Immoral and deatroylng
couples, the gay lobby is objecting
the right to marry hurts families. had hardly seen anything like Joe.
Amerloa's values!
Barbie represented something much
the loudest.
Denying equal access to healthmore
elusive than simple military service.
Opponents of the proposed bill
care hurts families . Denying
If
a
girl
wanted to be Barbie, she had to
say the main requirement is a
adoptions to people based on sexfight
against
set beliefs about an entire
"loving home" - an important facual orientation or marital status
gender.
tor, but not the only one. Children
hurts families.
While many women held a furious
need stable and safe homes If the Family Foundation is sucsmile
for nine hours a day as a secretary,
something cohabitation undercessful in forcing this bill through
hooker's
Barbie passed the time by tossing around
mines. co'mpared to married
on
the
the
Legislature,
the
affect
llpstlok
households, cohabiting homes are
most vulnerable of Kentucky's careers until she found something she
enjoyed for a day. Barbie never had to
more likely to have break-ups and
children could be devastating.
problems with alcohol and drug
What has been particularly ignore sexual harassment in the workabuse. Child abuse is more prevabothersome in the past is that the place or spend years waiting for advancelent and children are more likely
Family Foundation has been ment in her professional life.
Women never hated Barbie for her
to suffer from behavioral problargely successful at claiming the
body.
Barbie drew enemies from her
lems.
moral high ground in its attack on
habit
of
taunting onlookers with painful
State policy has always placed
the well-being of Kentucky's famlevels
of
freedom.
limits on prospective adoptive
ilies.
Barbie never worried about comproand foster homes. Financial staUsing children as pawns in
mising
her ambitions because of Ken's
tus, criminal history, health and
their hateful tirade against gays
personal
goals of becoming a successful
age are all factors considered to
and lesbians however, is certainly
doctor
or
small business owner. When
determine the best home for kids.
not the high ground.
Barbie shopped for a car, she never needed to bring Ken just in case she might
decide to buy something and require a
man's approval.
The world was not, and probably will
Trevin Holder
never be, ready for Barbie. Society could
still learn a lot from the infamous plastic
'y/f.l..~ WHE.~€ ~ W £ ltFr-oR.t>
Y' t<I.Jo'W SM $ "TAC\.,.., N~ 1'o
doll.
. , Goo~
THI~K "'THI: &'E.t..C.+\ ~ I O,H T
Aside from its completely plastic make1
SWEG."tt, \IIJ~ E,a.~ j:!..~
u~u ...
up, Barbie has driven an ceo-friendly car
~~ A Lt 1'TLe. OVE R. RATED.
w ~ G-Ot)' ?
that functioned perfectly without gas.
While everybody else worries about
life jackets, free spirits like Barbie jump
off the side of their personal cruise ships,
naked, into the deep end of the pool. Bar·
bie leads the type of life anybody can
appreciate - regardless of cup size.
For those who still harbor contempt for·
the most popular, disproportioned, plastic overachiever, I bring comforting
news.
Despite her many perfections, Barbie
shares the same bitter fate as most of her
modem onlookers: Even at age SO, she
remains nowhere near retirement.
Who knows, if things get really bad for
Barbie, the public may see a commemorative "Downsized Again Barbie," sponsored by Wal-Mart.
How else do obnoxious toys celebrate
the aging process?

Richard Nelson

JodyCofer
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Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vcrtrces@murraystatc.cdu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. l etters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Facultv Update

Schooley unopposed in Staff Regent race
AshleeCobb
Staff writer
Phil Schooley, Telecommunications Systems
Management online adviser, is running unop·
posed for Staff Regent and will t;tke over full
responsibilities of current Staff Regent Gina
Winchester June 30.
The Staff Regent represents Murray State
staff on the Board of Regents and works closely with the Staff Congress. which expresses
staff concerns and opinions.
Staff Congress consists of members representing the six branches of staff incluJing Food
Services. Facilities Management and secretari·
al staff.
"I want to be an advocate for every staff
member, and I will do my utmost to find solu·
tions for their problems," Schooley said.
Schooley's skills in various job fields serve as
experience for the Staff Regent position.
"I have worked as a carpenter. and l have
worked as computer teacher for 17 years, so I
have broad experience in both ends of the job
spectrum," Schooley said. "My job works strict·
ly with online students. I help them with rcgi_.;tering and with financial aspects. I can multi·
task."
The role of Staff Regent is time consuming,
Schooley said, with Staff Congress meeting
once a month and the Board of Regents meet·
ing four times a year.

struction period.
According to a press release, Sro·
da's previous experience in the Mid·
die East, in places such as Saudi Ara·
bia and Oman, made her invaluable
to the State Department's efforts
under the Office of Cultural Affairs
and the U.S. Provisional Reconstruc·
tion Team.
Sroda is conducting a two-week
seminar held at the U.S. embassy
compound. She plans to return Mon·
day.
At Murray State, Sroda teaches
two online courses. which she will
continue to conduct while abroad. A
teaching assistant will conduct the
class Sroda teaches on campus during her absence.
According to Staci Stone, chair
and associate professor of tht:
Department of English and Philoso·
phy, many TESOL faculty members
travel and teach internationally,
which the 'English department sup·
ports.
'"'The kind of work Dr. Sroda is
doing in lr<tq helps Murray State
achicve some of its goals, including
academic outreach and internation·

Professor
leaves for
Iraq to
teach
Brittany Andrews
Staff writer
Sue Sroda, graduate coordinator of
the Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages program, came to
the aid of the U.S. State Department
after being comacted to assist with a
workshop training English teachers
in Iraq during it!!, post-war rccon·

( HECK OUT OUR

Schooley said he is happy about his impending
appointment as Staff Regent because he can
help keep the lines of communication open
between staff. faculty and the Board of Regents.
"( want to continue to work with Staff Con·
grcss, the administration and the Board of
Regents to assure that the staff will be aided,"
Schooley said in a brochure.
Eleven people serve on the Board of Regents;
eight nrc appointed by the state and three serve
as representatives for faculty. staff and stu·
dents.
· Staff and faculty regents' terms are three
years as opposed to the student regent, who is
elected each year.
.
Gina Winchester, Staff Regent, elected not to
run again due to time restraints.
" I changed jobs from assistant director of
Career Services to a brand new role of exccu·
tive director of Regional Stewardship and Out·
reach," Winchester said. "My new job entails
service to 18 county regions."
Winchester said Schooley was the right man
for the job.
"The fact that he ran unopposed speaks vol·
umes about his character," Winchester said.
"His leadership throughout the year as prcsi·
dent of Staff Congress and what he has been
able to accomplish proves he is qualified to be
Staff Regent."
Ashlce Cobb can be reached at ashlee.cobb@
'murray.<;tate.edu.

I auren I anham!Tht• Nt•ws

Phil Schooley, Telecommunications Systems Management onlineadviser and president of Staff Congress. will be
elected as Staff Regent to the Board of Regents Friday. He will replaceGina Winchester as of June 30.
State grant program that sends U.S.
faculty and professionals abroad to
teach and conduct research.
Michael Morgan. associate pmfcssor of English and Philosophy, st.trl·
ed traveling to the Middle East with
the University 15 years ago, teaching
and recruiting students in places
such as Bahrain. Morgan is also the
director of Murray State's TESOL
program in Cyprus.
The TESOL program in Cyprus is
mostly online, but TESOL faculty
travel to Cyprus to teach a seminar
to finish up classes. There arc 13 slu·
dents in the program right now, and
Morgan is working to set up a similar
program in Saudi Ar:~bia.
The program in Cyprus is beneficial to Cypriots who work full time.
many as English teachers, who can·
not easily travel and would otherwise not be able to obtain their
degree from Murray State, Morgan
said.
To follow Sroda's travels, visit her
online blog at e·sue.blogspot.com.

Photo w urtrsy ot e-sue.I.Jiugsrx,t.com

SueSroda, oraduate coordinator of the Teaching English to Speakers of other Lan·
guages program(far left), is teaching English in the Middle East for the third time in her
career.
alization" Stant: said.
Another TESOL faculty member
with international teaching experience is Latricia Trites, associate pro·

fessor of English. currently teaching
in Taiwan as a Fulbright Scholar,
Stone said. The Fulbright Scholar
Program is a U.S. Department of

Brittany Andrews can be rc:~ch cd
at brittnny.nndrcws@murraystatc.
cdu.
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Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS
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'Is college worth it?'
Students acquire debt, consider value
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
When opening countless loan
statements, University bills and
fel' notifications, Murray State
students have a plethora of concerns when it comes to affording
college that leave them wondering. "Is college worth it?"
"It is absolutely worth the
cost," University President
Randy Dunn said. ''There is no
doubt about that in my mind."
Dunn said comparing the earn·
ing power of an individual with a
college degree to someone without a college degree over the
course of a career would show a
college degree could t•arn an
individual at least $1 million more
in a lifetime than someone without a degree.
Dunn said he noticed ~tudcnts
arc hesitant to take out loans.
"I don't think it should be the
first source you go to for funding
your college education but ... I
think it's something that can be
very helpful for students in trying
to put together one more piece of
a financial aid package," Dunn
said.

Dunn said a study the University conducted more than a year
ago showed Murray State graduates have an average amount of
debt when compared nationally
to other graduatl'S.
Samantha Piechocinski, senior
from Lemont. Ill., said taking
loans has not prevented her (rom
receiving a post-secondary education.
''We're alway:; told that you
cannot make it unless you have a

Photo lllustr.•tion hy Joe Duncan/The N?ws
college education," Piechocinski
said. "You can't really succeed in
non-trade jobs without a college
degree."
Though Picchocinski said her
father and brother arc successful
in a lucrative carpentry construction business without college
degrees. she said this is not typical for those pursuing a career
that docs not involve a specific
trade or skill.
Double-majoring in history and

sociology and hoping to earn a
Master's degree, Piechocinski
said she knows her degrees will
be worth it as she plans on working in college administration.
Traci Rose, junior from Murra}'. said she is sure her education will pay oif considering the
compctivene.ss it will give her in
the job market.
Ml thought I'd get a better-paying job once I got out of college,"
Rose said . "With a college
degree, there's always room to
grow up the corporate ladder
because you have more education than the average person."
Rose said the approximate
$10,000 she has paid for college is
well worth it, considering her
future career in veterinary pharmaceutical sales.
When judging the scales and
determining whether the outcome of paying for college will
outwdgh tht• net benefits, Dunn
said one fact is certain.
Said Dunn: "Given the earning
power that comes with having a
college degree, I think it's a wise
investment."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phclps@murraystate.edu.

Nutrition Month kicks off in Winslow, T-room
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
l.osc weight and get in
shape. It's an endless New
Year's resolution. a seasonal desire for swimsuit
bodies and also the theme
for March. National
Nutrition Month.
According
to
scicncedaily.com, more than
60 percent of adults in the
U.S. arc either overweight
or obese. This is a statistic Murray State students
arc trying to change.
During the month of
March, Winslow Dining
Hall and sevcral ·student
organizations arc cducat-

ing students about nutri·
tion and healthy eating.
Kelsey Fentress, senior
from Kodiak, Alaska, said
this month's theme i~ "Eat
Right."
"I'm also in the Student
Nutrition Association and
they have a few activities,
too,"
Fentress
said.
"There was a health fair
that was sponsored by the
Nursing Association, but
the Student Nutrition
Association sent students
over to calculate <Body
Mass Index) and answer
nutrition questions. We
also handed out samples
outside of Fast Track of
healthy food that they sell

and answered students'
nut rilion questions."
Fentress said she is
very concerned with Jiving a health}' lifestyle.
"I exercise regularly,
probably five days a week
formally, and I try to bikeride on the weekends,"
Fentress said. "I make all
my meals for the week
during the weekend and
put them in Tupperware
containers. Otherwise,
I'm tuo tired and I end up
eating fast food. ,.. I also
buy a lot of fruits and vegetables.."
While other students
may not be involved in
nutritionally conc<:rncd

on-campus groups. many
tlnd eating right and exercising very important in
their everyday lives.
Megan Swaney, junior
from Plain City, Ohio,
said she knows a college
lifestyle can make it difficult to stay in shape.
"We're busy and it
takes a little more effort
to cat healthy." Swaney
said. "Stress makes it
harder to burn fat and
we're under a lot of
stress."
Still, Swaney said she
tries to stay in shape
despite her busy schedule.
"I try to cat fruits and

vegetables and healthy
food," Swaney said. "l try
not to eat too much fast
f()Od."
In addition to eating
more fruits and vegeta·
hles this month, medical·
ncwstoday.com also recommends drinking water
hetwcen meals, reducing
the intake of deep fried
foods and using fresh
herbs and spices rather
than sugar, corn syrup
and salt to season food.
For more shopping.
cooking and eating tips.
visit nutrition.gov.
Amanda Crider can be
rcacht•d at amanda.cridcr
@murraystate.edu.

Across campus
Students receive maDed survey
The National Survey of Students Engagement
is on Murray State's campus. The survey was
mailed to randomly selected freshmen and
senior students.
The University bas arranged for one giftcard
prize of $100 and 24 gift card prizes of $25 each
among the pool of respondents. The University
asks students to not only check their local mail·
boxes for the survey, but respond promptly to
the survey.
Questions regarding the survey contact Fugen
Muscio, coordinator for the Office of Institutional
Research,
by
e;.mail
at
fugen.muscio@murraystate.edu or call 809-

3538.

Lecture rescheclaled for April
The Richard Nonon Stnlth Presidential Lecture Seri~ is at 7 p.m. Apri1 14 in Lontt Audito-

rium.

The lecture, "Lincoln at 200: The Measure of
All Presidents," will focus on the position of the
U.S. president.
Smith is the the founding d irector of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Ubrary and Museum
in Springfield, Dl.
The lecture Is sponsored by the President's
Office and organized by the Student Govem·
ment Association.

University salutes graduates
Senior Salute Is from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. March
24 through March U in the Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
Seniors should come to the graduation center
to order caps and gowns and personalized grad·
uation announcements.
Seniors will also receive: valuable Information
regarding how to plan and prepare for graduation and commencement exercises.
Representatives from the University Book·
store, Registrar's Office, Student Loan Accou nt·
ing, Career Services, Mumy State's Gradua te
Studies, Senior C lass Gift, the Alumni Associa·
tion, Josten's Class Rings, Classic Photography
and Professional Framing will assist with the
salute.

Homestay program underway
Students interested in participating in the
Give Them a Break program. enabling interna·
t ional students to spend aU or part of Spring
Break with American studel)t$ w <:Qmmunity I
members, must contact Bill Melti'bbea by 10 a.m.
today. Contact him at 8W·3089.
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Men hit road, look to improve record
Ricky Martin

coming at me with a lot of fastballs
and I was able to jump at a lot of
early pitches."
Off to their best start since 2001,
Junior pitcher Chris Craycraft (2·
the Murray State Thoroughbreds
1) picked up the victory in game one
look to improve upon their 9-3
after giving up six earned .r uns over
record as they travel north for a
6 2/3 innings. Craycraft struck out
thrcc..'-game series against St. Louis
eight and did not walk a batter.
University.
The second game was much of the
The first game is tomorrow at 6
same from the 'Breds' offense, however they limited the Bison to just
p.m. followed by day games Saturday
and Sunday. Saturday's game will
one run with junior pitcher Daniel
start at I p.m. and Sunday's series
Calhoun (3-0) picking up the win in
finale will start at noon.
the 'Breds 11-1 victory.
St. Louis (7-4) is 3·0 at home this
Calhoun allowed just two hits and
season, and has won five of their last
one unearned run in his secondsix games. The 'Breds will head to
straight complete game, striking out
St. Louis as part of the Billikcns' cura career-best 14, including eight
rent 10 home stand.
straight hitters from the fifth
On Tuesday the 'Breds will travel
through the seventh inning.
to Conway, Ark., to play Central
Junior catcher Jason Laws and
senior infielder Matt Hon led the day
Arkansas, to conclude their fivegame road trip.
offensively for the 'Breds, with each
Murray State was able to rake
going two for three.
Hon's fourth inning, three-run
three out of four games from the
Bison of North Dakota State this past
home run. was the first of the second
weekend. The 'Breds scored 47 runs
baseman's career.
in their four games against the Bison.
The Bison took the third game of
"It was a good weekend," Head
the series with a final score of eight
Coach Rob McDonald said. "We got
to three. Senior pitcher Lucas Allen
good starting pitching for the most
(0-l) took the loss after allowing
part and that's always a key. The
eight runs on ll hits over 3 2/3
other big thing was our timely hitinnings. Laws went 2-2 from the
ting, so many of our hits were with
plate in the loss.
men on base while there was two
The series finale was the closest
outs ... it was just n good weekend in
game of the four-game set, with Mur·
a lot of ways. we played pretty well
ray State taking a 13·11 victory, a win
and they (the 'Breds) are a pretty
in which the 'Breds came from
good team and they arc going to be
behind twice.
pretty competitive with teams as the
The Bison threatened in the top of
year goes on."
the ninth inning with three straight
doubles, but freshman, pitcher
In the first game, Murray State
found its offensive rhythm early on,
Bradley Cobb (1) stepped in making
and kept it going, winning by a final
his collegiate debut with two on and
score of 20·9.
nobody out.
The 'Brcds had seven starters with
Cobb retired the next three North
at least three hits in the game, and
Dakota State l)itters to pick up the
first save of his career.
every 'Breds starter had at least one
hit by the fourth inning.
Freshman infielder Jonathan Cray·
:;jl)~ ~ )t4
.c:raft led the Waf 6-..JM 'Breds
th
~tel'~inK 5-9- ...'0ffensively by goi~ ·r-ror4 \\tith ,a
wi a
W;_
e home runs and
pair of runs batted in and two runs
eight runs batted in, while senior
scored.
third baseman Tyler Owen, junior
Hill, Miller and Frey each added
two hits. while Cunningham and Hill
first baseman Wes Cunningham and
sophomore outfielder Elliot Frey
each drove in three.
After last weekend's series, the
each had four-hit days.
Hill became just the fourth Murray
accolades kept rolling in for Hill and
State player to htt three home runs in
Calhoun. Calhoun was named OVC
a game. The 'Breds' 28 total hits set
Pitcher of the Week for a second
the Murray State single season
straight week. while Hill was named
record.
OVC Hitter of the Week as well as
"On Friday I came out and in the
Louisville Slugger National Player of
first at-bat I hit one (a home run) to
the Week by Collegiate Baseball.
"Calhoun has gotten better the
left center," Hill said. "After that I
saw the ball pretty well prett}' much
whole time be has been here,"
McDonald said. "And I feel like HilJ
the whole weekend. It seemed like
during every at bat I was getting into
has done some good things and he's
good hitter's counts. They were
made a couple of adjustments in his

Staff writer

Junior first baseman Wes CUnninoham slides into second base in a oame aoatnst North Dakota State last week.
swing and he's a good hitter and he
really had a great weekend."
Calhoun said he bas hight hopes
for the success of the team this season.
"We've all been working really
hard this season," Calhoun said.
"We know we have a lot to work for
and we know we have the ability to

win a lot of games this year ..• as long
as we have defense playing behind
us and the offense keeps it up and I
can keep throwing strikes, that's all
you can ask for."
According to Hill, a whole team
effort has given the 'Breds early season success.
"Our pitching has been great," Hill

said. "Our defense has been dojag
great. but we are getting a bunch of
two-out hits and rallies late in
innings ... when we have had people
in scoring position we have been
able to get them in to score, two out
ra!Ues have been big for us."
Ricky Martin can be reached at

richard.martin@murraystate.cdu.

Women's tennis opens OVC at Tennessee State, Jacksonville
Will Pinkston
Staff writer
Despite dropping a tough 5-2 decision to
Memphis on March 6 to break the Murray State
women's tennis team's four-game win streak,
the Racers bounded back with a win over
Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville.
The Racers hope to continue dominating as
they open up Ohio Valley Conference play on
the road against Tennessee State and Jacksonville State.
"We're really excited about our conference
games and we can't wait for these matches,"
Head Coach Connie Keasling said. "I've had a
very hard , time convincing the team to play
non-conference opponents, because they
would much rather just jump straight in and
play these conference games."
The Murray State women's tennis team hit
the road today and will travel throughout Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia through the
beginning of Spring Break.
The team returns home for back-to-back
matches against OVC opponents Morehead
and Eastern Kentucky on March 27-28.
The Racers open their first OVC match of
the season against the Tennessee State Tigers
today. The Tigers (0-1) will have only played
two matches, one against Alabama A&M and
one against Morehead State, before facing
Murray State.
Tennessee Stnte faced off against Alabama
A&M on M:1rch 8 and lost the match 5-2, with
the Tiger's two points coming from a win at the
No. 5 singles and a forfeit at the No. 6 singles.
Following the Racers' match against Tennessee State on Thursday, the women's team
will travel to Jacksonville, Ala., Friday to compete against OVC opponent Jacksonville State.
Jacksonville State has an overall record of 82 (2-0 conference) having already played
Austin Peay (W 6-1) and Southeastern Missouri
(W 7-0) earlier in the season.
Jacksonville State is coming off two back-tohack 7-0 wins against Alabama State and
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Senior Anne Peoolnoton prepares for a shot durino a practice last week.
SEMO. The Gamecocks only allowed two
games total to SEMO through the six singles
and three doubles matches in Jacksonville
State's sweep.
From jacksonville, Ala., the Racers will travel to Birmingham, Ala., to face UAB and Samford on Sunday and Monday. UAB has an overall record of 4-3 and are returning home from a
tour of California before facing UT Martin and
Murray State.
This season, UAB has beat Jacksonville State
(W 6-1) and Southern Mississippi (W 4-3),
while losing to Memphis (L 4-0) and Samford
(L 4-3).
"All three of these teams play a very differ·
ent style and we have to work hard this week,
because of the way we match-up against these

teams, much like bow we did against Memphis
and SIU-Edwardsville," Keasling said.
Senior, Anne Pennington also is looking forward to the challenge of playing against these
OVC opponents.
"I think going into conference play, we're
going to be very confident with our game and
we'll probably do really well," said Pennington.
"I think we are very, very confident in doubles
and we have a really good record as a team
winning the doubles point. We've just got to
focus one match at a time and play our best."
The Racers are coming off two games against
Memphis and Sill-Edwardsville this past weekend, where they were dealt a tough loss and a
clean win.
The women's team lost to the Memphis

T igers March 6, at Memphis, in a game decided
by inches.
Murray State lost the doubles point early on,
as first seed McGahee/Pennington and third
seed Bochenek/Fulcher lost their matches B-<i
and 8-4, respectively.
McGahee lost her No. 2 singles match in a
string of hard fought sets to Marjorie Ond~ck
(2-6, 6-2, 7-5).
No.4 seeded Alexis Webb and No.6 seeded
lynsey Bochenek won their singles matches 7·
6, 7-5 and 6-2. 6-2. respectively, while No: 2
seeded Alvarez and Ottosen won their doubles
8-4.
"You don't ever want to lose, but we played
well and we really competed," said Keasling.
"We're just not as consistent with our game
construction, that's what Memphis was with
our match play. They played 13 matches and
we've played five; February was just a very
hard month for us to be able to play opponents
with power issues and rain."
Pennington doesn't view the loss to Mem·
phis in a bad way, but looks at the positives
from the match.
"All of our matches were really close and
could've gone either way if a few things had
happened or d idn't happen," Pennington said.
MDespite the score, it was a very good match."
Following the Racers defeat in Memphis, the
women's team played SIU-Edwardsville at
home on March 7, serving up a 7-Q sweep to the
Cougars.
The Cougars bad to forfeit fifth and sixth
seed singles, as well as the third seed doubles
due to a lack of players, but the Racers didn't
need the forfe it points as they stomped the
competition.
•
"That was a fantastic match," Keasling saict
"There's very little difference between Memphis and SIU; being at home has its advantages
in a close match situation. no matter who you
are. If we would've been at home against Mem·
phis, it would've been a different outcome."

Will Pinkston can be reached
william.pinkston@murraystate.cdu.
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Each week. The News
picks some of the top
plays in Racer athletics.
To submit a player for
consideration In Hot
Shots, contact Alison
MUQier at allson.muglert
murraystate.edu.

.: ....Tim's Z·Minute
'
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The madness before the madness
The conference championships are an
opportunity for underachieving teams to
get hot and make a splash.
The remnants of Syracuse's run to the
Big East championship in 2006 still linger
df the minds of many. A team which was
all but counted out, Syracuse on the back
,,·fscnior guard Gerry McNamara made all
tne' big plays and went from bubble team
'to a five seed in the NCAA tournament.
· ' Could we sec something like this happ~n this year? The
-Z-Minute Drill has
-your answer.
·We start in the
largest conference
dn th{• planet, the
Big East. The team
'to watch out for in
the Hig East is Vill:u1ova.
With
Coach of the
Yt>ar Jay Wright
MacAllister
and guard Scottie
Assistant
'Reynolds,
the
Sports Editor
Wildcats have an
opportunity to
'make a run. With Marquette being the
favorite to play the Wildcats in the third
round of the Big East tourney. Villanova
beat Marquette by 18 in the last meeting
between the two teams. The Wildcats also
matchup well with top seeded louisville.
They lost by just one in the last meeting
between the two teams.
• ln the ACC the top five seeds are all
ranked and are generally referred to as the
class of the conference. We arc here to tell
you Miami is a team to be reckoned with
\n'thc ACC. Jack McClinton and the Hurri·
canes have upset ability every time
McClinton plays well. If they get past Virginia Tech in the first round they will
encounter a North Carolina team that will
be' susceptible to good guard play. If
Mlami can get wins in the opening two
rounds they could sneak their way into the
NCAA tournament.
' Out of the Big 12 we have a team, that
has flown under the radar somewhat this
season. The Missouri T igers have a frantic
defensive pace and senior DeMarre Car·
roll is a force, averaging 17 points and
seven rebounds. The T igers pace is favorable in the Big Dance with the intensity
and the faster tempo. They could be a
bh\cket buster if you don't respect them.
'A't u respectable four seed in ESPN's
bra·c~etology thl' Tigers could come out of
the W!:>odwork to surprise people.
·. ' Out of the JV lcabrue, also known as the
SEC. we haw South Carolina. Despite
dropping two to the Tennessl'c schools,
the Gamecocks can bounce back during
the tournament and work their way back
irito thl' bracket. They average 79 points a
game and if they get hot they can breeze
their way to the semi-final round.
' In the Big 10 there arc a couple teams
that may surprise you come tournament
time. The first is lltinois, who despite tak'ing the Big 10 two seed, has gotten little
play from ESPN but has quietly taken care
of' its business. The other is Wisconsin,
who has won seven of nine and its stock is
rising going into the tournament.
·The Pac-10 is an intriguing tournament.
•UCLA has been dominant in recent memory but Washington claimed the regular
season title and Arizona State has also
t!mcrged as a contender. Any of these
tea·ms could win on any given night.
Which is why telling you that Washington
i~· lhe most underrated is odd. Despite
being the No. 1 seed in the tournament the
Huskies are receiving little respect. They
swept Arizona State and beat UCLA.
The 2-Minute Drill would not be complete without a Mac award before the
NCAA tournament opening rounds. The
fir~t goes out to Morehead State's fresh·
man Steve Peterson who averages less
than two points per game. In the biggest
'game of his short career he hits the biggest
shot he may ever take. After a plethora of
huge plays leading up to the second over'tiine it was Morehead's turn with the game
tied. Unable to get the ball into Kenneth
'Faricd, the nations third leading rebound'et', Peterson ended up with the ball with
"just three seconds remaining. A pump fake
got his defender in the air and a pull up
jumper from about 17 feet put the game on
icc and the Eagles had their first NCAA
berth since 1986. That ladies and gentleman is ice water.
Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.ma.callistcr@murraystatc.edu.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
comer of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall
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The Murray State men's basketball team had three attt
letes earn All-ohio Valley Conference honors for the
2008-()9 season. Junior forward Danero Thomas Cleft)
was named to the Ohio Valley Conference Second Team.
Sophomore guard lsacc Miles (middle) was named to the
OVC Newcomer Team, while Freshman forward Ivan Aska
(riQht) was named the OVC Freshman of the Year and the
All-Newcomer Team.

Rick BurreSIThe Nrows
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(Top) Head women's basketball

coach Rob Cross earned Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of the
Year.

(Above left) Junior outfielder Daniel Hill was named a l ouisville Stuooer
National Player of the Week by Coll!9iate Baseball for helpinQ the baseball
team CJO 5-llast week. Hill had two doubles, five home runs and 18 RBI's,
also eaminCJ him the Ohio Valley Conference Hitter of the Week.

(left) Senior Ashley Hayes
earned the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year as weU
as AII-OVCFirst Team.

{Above riQht) Senior pitcher Daniel calhoun earned his second straiQht OVC
Pitcher of the Week honor. Calhoun allowed no earned runs In his two
appearances last week.
Rick Burrt~s/The New~
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Men's golf earns second straight top finish

I Greg W a ddeD
Staff writer

Sunday kicked off a big week for
I en's
the Murray State men's and worngolf teams.

1

Rick Burres/The News

(RIQht) Senior QUard Amber
Guffey earned AII-QVC First
Team.

As the men traveled to Birmingham, Ala., to compete in the Samford Intercollegiate Tournament,
the women started preparing for
the El Diablo Spring Invitational
today in Ocala, Fla.
Junior Joyce Trus will lead the
women who finished first two
weeks ago in the Racer Classic.
Head Coach Velvet Milkman
anticipates consistent play out of
Trus and said the tournament is a
good opportunity for her players.
"'Well obviously l think we have a
lot of confidence coming off our
victory at home," Milkman said.
"We're looking forward to going
down and playing in a little warmer
weathcr. It's a good field; a lot of
teams arc on Spring Break so we
sec a lot of teams from the north
that we don't see very often ... We
still have to continue to practice
and get better ... The main thing we
need is consistency."

•
t

The men, playing in the Samford
lntercollegiatc Tournament Sunday through Tuesday, wasted no
time claiming the No. 1 spot.
After shooting an even par 284 in
the first round, they reeled off U
under 276 in the second to bring
their two round total to 564, 12
strokes ahead of second-place Kennesaw State.
In the last day of the tournament,
the Owls managed to claw their
way within nine strokes, but the
Racers shot a 295 to claim the top
spot at 859. The win marks the second straight No. 1-finish for Murray
State in the spring season.
Head Coach Eddy Hunt said the
second round, which was the best
by a Racer team away from home in
his tenure, was an amazing performance by his players.
"That's probably as good a round
of golf that one of my teams had
played in eight years, considering
the golf course and the competition
and having four people under par in
one round," Hunt said. ''That's pretty tough to do and with the competition we had I thought it was one of
the best rounds we had ever played

AM 1340

1o a.m. sunday

as far a team."
Four Racers finished in the top 11,
with Cameron Carrico leading the
charge, notching a two-round total
of 136 (70 and 66), to tie for first.
After a third round in which he
shot a 73, Carrico finished the tour·
nament tied for first place at seven
under par with 209. Carrico was
coming off a win at the Morehead
Spring Kickoff in Oxnard, Calif.
Carrico went to a playoff with
Will Wilcox of Clayton State but
fell on the second playoff hole to
take second place in the individual
portion of the tournament.
Hunt said he thought Carrico has
huge potential.
"It's no doubt Cameron's gonna
be, I think, one of the great players
to come out of Murray State," Hunt
said. "He's gonna have a heck of a
year ... He had a great round, a 66
on that course ... He played great
and he had a great tournament."
Carrico said he has been working
to ensure he is a significant contributor to the team.
"I've been wanting to get that
tournament win and being able to
come out compete in the first two

tournaments like I have has been a
great accomplishment," Carrico
said. "I've been hitting a lot more
fairways off the tee box, and if I got
inside 100 yards from anywhere I
would probably put it inside 10 feet
every time. Those are two parts of
my game I have worked on improving a lot coming into the season."
Jared Wolfe (74,70,72) and Nick
Newcombe (71,71,74) finished tied
for seventh with an even par 216,
while Mitchell Moor e (T-11,
73,69,77) and Robert Chris Griffin
(T-30, 77, 73, 76) rounded out the
field for Murray State.
Carrico said he the reason for the
wins is the fact the team has com'e
together.
"We've been playing really well
together," Carrico said. "It took us a
while to get used to each other, and
I think my freshman year, my
spring season, we all started clicl(ing. Being able to get these two
wins has just made our team
stronger. We're at a point where '!
don't think anybody can beat us
right now."
Greg Waddell can be reached at
gregory.waddcll@murraystatc.cdu.

•

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

'J

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

!

One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
fM 92.1
9

p.m. sunday

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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~Men hit
Tennis takes on
lrsu,JSU,
Samford during
Spring Break
Elizabeth Jobnson
Staff writer

...

While other students prepare for
the beach, Murray State's tennis
team prepares to take the courts at
Tennessee State, Jacksonville State
and Samford University.
Focusing on all aspects of the
game, the team hits the road for
Spring Break competition.
..We're really preparing hard on
a nd off the court," sophomore
I Renaldo Domoney
said. "Off the
court, we have a lot of team bond'ing. We're just making sure that our
team spirit is good. On the court,
we're running a lot, doing a lot of
sprints and training specifics we
need to really work on to improve
our game."
The Racers are confident about
1 opening Ohio Valley Conference
play at noon today against the Tennessee State Tigers.
, "Over in the past years, (TSU)
really hasn't had a strong team,"
•Head Coach Mel Purcell said.
;"They've been one of the bottom
• , teams in the league. So hopefully
we can go in there and get a 1-0 start
in the OVC."
Purcell and the athletes said they
view this match as a key step in
preparation for Friday afternoon's

road for conference openers
match at Jacksonville State, where
they said they expect a tough match
against the strong conference team.
"Tennessee State is going to be a
little easer compared to our other
matches," Domoney said. "We'll try
to get a positive outcome and
improve our confidence out of that
match. Jacksonville State is going to
be a tough one, but we're looking
forward to it. We're really excited
for a big challenge, and I think
we're going to do well and be confident in ourselves."
Murray State travels to Birmingham, Ala., to face former OVC rival
Samford University noon Sunday.
Samford made a recent switch to
the Southern Conference before the
2008-Q9 school year.
"Samford has beaten us about
every year they were in our conference." Purcell said. "They have a
great team. We're kind of glad to
have them out of our conference
because they beat us in the first
round, three years in a row. They're
going to be strong. It's a battle
down there, we'll be lucky to get a
win."
The Racers are focused
on
upcoming matches as well as doubles to move up in the conference.
"Doubles have really been our
strong point this year," Purcell said.
"If we win that double point, we
have a chance to win matches.
That's really what we're going to
focus on and maybe have a chance
to upset Jacksonville State. Our
main goal is just to keep playing
better, have a chance to qualify for
the conference tournament at the
end of the year and get a chance to
win that."

Elizabeth Johnson can be
reached at elizbetba.johnson@
murraystate.edu.
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Sophomore Jadir Semensin Jr. makes a forehand shot during practice.
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Economy impacts
outdoorsmen
Many of us outdoor enthusiast go to the
woods and water to get away from the
rigidity of everyday life.
The attraction is the way nature can
redirect our attention
from the flawed to
the wonderful. We go
outside to escape the
stress of jobs, the
social order, politics
and just about any
situation where we
seek therapy. This
Steve
bad economy is a
Miller
double edged sword
Outdoor columnist for those who t:me
comfort
pursumg
outdoor activities,
but enjoying your passion and stretching
your dollar can be done.
For anglers. fish ing expenses have
increased in the past few years. It is not
just the rising cost of gasoline, but practically everything angling-related - the
price of worms to the price of a new bass
boat bas escalated.
In addition, an individual's expendable
income has shrunk to accommodate the
growing cost of necessities such groc~ries, healthcare and just about every
day-to-day expen!le.
In times like these, some tips to save
your pennies can go a long way as you try
to cover the higher costs of your favorite
pastime.
No doubt, fuel cost hit anglers the hardest. It does not matter if you are filling a
big outboard or your vehicle, just getting
to a place where you can wet a line cat:t
cost a pretty penny.
Look for local fishing holes rhat do not
require a boat. The stretch of water along
Murray's Clarks River is an ideal location
for cheap fishing fun. Some of the be$t
kept secrets are right in our own backyards; we just have to explore a little to
find them. Ponds, creeks and watersheds
hold some great fishing opportunities.
Next on the list of high cost items is
your gear.
When we arc fortunate, we can afford
to replace a minor damage lure with a
brand new one, but most of us do not haye
that luxury these days. Most lure can be
repaired by replacing components.
•
Rusty treble hooks, torn jig and sp~n
nerbait skirts and even dull paint can.be
fixed with a little know how and tinke~g.
You can also buy the components to make
your own lures at a fraction of the cost.
A lure does not have to be the latest and
the greatest to catch fish , and customizing
your tackle will add to the pleasure satisfaction of catching a fish.
Planning ahead will also save you some
money. When most of us plan a trip or day
on the water, we will think about every
little detail related to fishing. We want to
be able to respond to any situation the fish
and Mother Nature may throw at us, but
much too often this is where the planl\ing
stops.
We realize that we didn't pack a lunch
when hunger strikes and we are left with
no choice but to pay high dollar amounts
for prepared foods.
Or we will know what areas have the
best potential for fishing success weeks
before we hit the road for a trip, but we
book our hotel rooms the day before leaving. Anticipat~ these costs and look for
ways to get the best deals.
Being frugal when it comes to these
non-fishing expenses will leave you with
more money to devote to catching a fish.
No doubt times are tough now, but that
does not mean we need to give up the few
things that make muddling through these
times easier.
Just remember you do not have to go far
or have the latest and greatest gear to
enjoy the outdoors. Respite can be found
in the nature right outside your fr ont
door.
There is nothing that makes me forget
the troubles of society like fishing in a
new area where all my focus is on the
water, lure and fish.

Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murraystate.edu.
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• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most .insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam
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Stewart's dog cUes In kennel blast
Martha Stewart's
chow
puppy,
G~hghis Khan, was
one of 17 dogs killed
in an accidental
pr;opane explosion
jlt a Pennsylvanian
kennel.
, Fifteen dogs were
killed Friday at Pazzazz Pet Boarding,
located
in
the
Martha
Pocono Mountains,
in the explosion and
Stewart
two more died over
the weekend. The kennel in Lehighton
was receiving a propane delivery when
the, tank ignited.
The driver, Timothy Kleinhagen, was
injured in the blast. He was listed in critical condition Monday at Lehigh Valley
Hospital.
Officials said a spark or static electricity may have started the blaze, which
. remains under investigation but is considered accidental.

Winebouse w on't attend u.s. festival
A spokesman for Amy Winehouse said
the singer would not perform in the U.S.
next month as planned.
. Winehouse is not going to perform at
the Coachella festival in Indio, Calif..
:because of pending legal issues,
;spokesman Chris Goodman said Monday.
. : Winehouse's battles with addiction and
run-ins with the law have been highly
. publicized. Last week, Winehouse was
:charged with assault for allegedly attack•ing a fan at a London party in September.
The singer is due in court next week.
Facing crime charges makes it difficult
to obtain U.S. visas. Last year, the U.S.
: government declined Wine house's
request for a visa to attend the Grammy
awards. The decision was reversed but it
happened too late for her to go.

'Women take lead, save planet'
Laura Cash
Staff writer
On March 25 srudents have a chance
· to become a part of history celebrating
women during the annual Celebrate
Women luncheon.
Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's Center. said in 1980, a group of
women in California declared a week in
March to recognize women in history.
The week earned so much recognition,
Congress declared March National
Women's History Month in 1987. Murray
State was one of the first universities to
not only recognize, but also celebrate
this month with events.
According to Etheridge, the fs.rst celebration was the Celebrate Women luncheon, which conunemorated great
women throughout time. Over time, the
events grew to include conferences and
• other programs showcasing accomplishments of women in different areas.
"There are so many women who have
made incredible achievements against
great odds and people don't know about
them," Etheridge said.
This year's theme for the luncheon is
"Women Taking the Lead to Save the
Planet" and derives from the national set
theme of women and environmental
issues. This national theme is set by the
same women in California who started
the original women's week in 1980.
Today, they also have a year-round project called the National Women's History Project, which is in conjunction with
Women's History Month.
Judy Sizemore, a Kentucky poet whose
work includes the topics of mountaintop
removal and breast cancer, will share
some of her works at the luncheon.

~li\~~~1~~f~§1~~~~mcelebratinn

cated the town on what was occurring
and advocated for cleanup. Her speech
will focus on mountaintop removal.
Jessica Moore, senior from Dexter.
Mo., will sing with a group of other
young female vocalists. Moore said the
group will sing acappella as a sextet.
Although their musical selections have
not been finalized, they will perform
pieces by both women and men; their
choices include subjects on tbe environment.
Moore said she is excited
about participating in her first
Celebrate Women luncheon.
"It'll be fantastic to hear a
woman speak about these
issues," Moore said.
T he luncheoh is March 25 in
the Curris Center Ballroom
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for students and $12 for non-students .
Judy Sizemore will host
a book-signing event after
the luncheon. Also, the Murray
Environmental Student Society will
work in conjunction with the Women's Center to host a panel discussion
consisting Blanton and three of her
colleagues. The discussion will follow at
3:30 p.m. in the Curris Cente r Theater,
and will cover "Generating Alternatives
in Appalachia."
Laura Cash can be reached at
laura.cash@murraystate.edu.

women

,

CooUo charged with possession, battery
Prosecutors in Los
Angeles said Coolio,
whose real name is
Artis Leon lvey, has
been charged with
cocaine · possession
~nd battery.
Coolio, 4s. was
arcested Friday at
Los Angeles international
Airport.
Authorities said he
grabbed a screcner's
.ar~ to prevent a luggage search that turned up the drugs.
He was released on $10,000 bail and is
scheduled for arraignment April 3.
.. ~oolio could face up to 3 years prison if
convicted.

Attorney says Rlhanna will testify
Rihanna's attorney said the singer
would testify against Chris Brown if
called as a witness in the assault case.
Donald Etra, representative for the 21year-old Barbados singer, said Friday
, Rihanna is required by law to testify if
: prosecutors subpoenn her.
: Etra appeared in court Thursday when
: Brown made his first appearance on
: charges of assault and making criminal
: threats to Rihanna. Brown's arraignment
: was postponed until April 6.
· Etra said Rihannn wants the case to end
: quickly. "She wants to get along with her
: life and career," he said.
Brown was taken into custody Feb. 8
after an altercation police said he had
with R.ihanna in a car in Los Angeles.

.

MetaiUca singer bospltallzed
According to organizers. 16,000 Metallica fans had to leave the Stockholm
! Globe Area after lead singer James Hct; field was taken to the hospital.
. Hetfield caught a stomach bug Sunday
; and suffered from dehydration, said
; spokeswoman Carolina Satterwall.
• The other members came onstage min·
: utcs before the concert was due to start to
the deliver the news of the cancellation to
the fans.

Photo illustration by Kristen Miller/The Nevits

Student organizations compete in step competition!
I

Jess Nail
Staff writer
Sororities and fraternities battled
Wednesday for the first-place trophy in the ninth annual step show
competition. This year's theme was
CSI: Campus Step Investigators.
The teams who competed in the
sorority division were Alpha Delta
Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, Sigma Sigma Sigma
and Sigma Alpha Iota.
Katie Taylor, senior from Cynthiana, Ky., was one of the coaches for
Sigma Alpha Iota
Taylor said Sigma Alpha Iota
started practicing in February and
met three times a week with an
optional fourth practice since then.
"It takes a lot of practicing outside of normal practice time," Taylor said. "I have worked with a lot of
members to practice one-on-one
and everyone has been practicing
on their own time as well."
Sigma Alpha Iota competed with
10 members, the largest number of

participants allotted. T he minimum
number is seven.
Taylor said Sigma Alpha Iota
won the independent division last
year but competed in the sorority
division this year.
"Last year was the fs.rst year our
sorority has competed in the step
competition in a while," Taylor
said. "I feel like the other sororities
definitely have mor e experience
than we do because only four of us
have stepped before and we four
have only done it one year."
Taylor said the competition was
a bonding experience for the members of her sorority's step team. She
said their goal wasn't just competing well, It is was having fun and
raising money for Alpha Phi Alpha's
philanthropy March of Dimes.
"Winning is always in the back of
everyone's mind, but we want to
have fun and raise money for a
good cause," Taylor said.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu
Alpha both competed in the step
show's fraternity division.

Cameron Gish, sophomore from
Owensboro, Ky., was the co-captain
for Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
Gish said his fraternity started
having organizational meetings in
mid-January and practice started in
February.
"We practiced Monday through
Thursday for two hours each night
and once on the weekend for about
three hours," Gish said. "The week
before the competition, we practiced four hours a night every
night."
Gish said he had never stepped
before and learning the choreogra·
phy was a difficult task.
"There is definitely a challenge in
the beginning," Gish said. "But with
step, once you learn the very first
step, things kind of repeat themselves later on."
When deciding on a theme. Gish
said he and his fraternity brothers
discussed ideas and eventually
chose a specific theme.
"We came up with most of our
steps on our own or got ideas

online and adapted them to our spe·
cific needs and what we wanted to
do," Gish said. "We also spent some
time making costumes, getti~g
props to develop stuff that would
enhance our performance."
Gish said he hopes more fraternities will compete next year so there
would be more competition with'n
the Greek community.
!
As for his fraternity, Gish sa;d
competing in the step competition
has formed unity between fraterrii·
ty brothers and allowed some of ttie
members to spend time with other
fraternity brothers they wouldn't
normally spend time with.
:
Said Gish: ''Step takes a lot Of
time and it is a lot of hard work and
obviously winning the competition
is the main goal. but part of step Is
that you have to perform as a group
and that is something we have
worked on, unity and hanging out
with brothers we don't usually see
very often."
Jess Nall can be reached at
jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.
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Movie Review----------- -- - -

Style
and
Stilettos ·:

'Unfilmable' graphic novel comes to life
Times They Arc A·Changin."' It's a
very tongue·in·l'hcek way to establish an alternate history. The film
mixes popular songs such as
Leonard Cohen's "Hallelujah"- for a
sex seem~ - with an original score
by Tyler Bates, who composed
some music for Rob Zombie in
"The Dl'vil's Rejects" and "Halloween." llates also worked with
Snyder on "300."
The actors all do an amazing job
of capturing the characters. jackie
Earle Haley steals the show as the
stoic Rorshach. He's helped by
stunning visual effects that repli·
cate Rorshach's ever-changing
mask. Jeffery Dean Morgan
(UGrcy's Anatomy") brings a certain
dark charm to the role of Edward
Blakcil'he Comedian. He plays a
cynic's cynic, with a gleam of mad
glee in his eyes during scenes of
brutal violence. Billy Crudup ("The
Good Shepherd"). is brave in his
portrayal of Dr. Manhattan. You
see, Doc is naked for most of the
movie. Yup, that's right. Blue penis.
I'm just gonna let that visual sink in.
"Watchmen" has a runtime of 163
minutes and is rated R for strong
graphic violence, sexuality. nudity
and language.
Cc>d}' Arant can bt• rcaclu~d at
cody.arant@murraystatc.cdu.

Staff writer Cody Arant writes the
movie reviews.
A comic book was released rnon•
than 20 ycars ago that influenced
the medium for the next 10 ycJrs.
The limited sc.>ries was a marked
departure from the so called "fourcolor" comic books from preceding
decades. The seril~S featured a grim
and gritty world of super powers,
not unlike the world of the time.
That comic book was Alan MO(tre
and Dave Gibbons' "Watchmen."
"Watchmen" begins with the
murder of a superhero. Thl' plot
centers on one of the few remaining
active superheroes and his search
for the truth.
When the book was first rl'lt~ased,
many people told writer, Moore,
"Watchmen" should be made into a
movie. They pointed to the book's
cinematic look and feel. Moore
laughed these people off, saying
"Watchmen" was unfilmable.
Last week, director Zack Snyder
proved Moore wrong.
After two decades of false ~tarts,
Snyder was brought on t<l dirl'ct
"Watchmen" due to the success uf
his adaptation uf Frank Miller's
"300." Snyder's ability to translate
the images in the books to the
screen, as well as his flair for dramatic action sequences, made him
un\quely qualified to direct
"Watchmen."
Snyder also earned the respect of
comic book fans - a fickle audience
- for his faithful treatment of both
"300" and "Watchmen." He vowed
to avoid any sweeping changes in
the transition frum page to screen.
He wasn't kidding. One could
almost follow along with the muvie
in the book.
Some would argue this made
"Watchmen" less effective us a

Photo courlt''Y of usatoday.com

Based on a graphic novel by Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons, 'Watchmen' centers on
the murder of a superhero and the search for answers regarding his death.
movie. The ftlm gets hogged down
universe. Tlw film establishes the
at some times. The book is a multilayered story that uses the episodic
format of comic books to its ad vantagc. The narrative is also shaped
by that format. Information is withheld and released at carefully considered points. Those unfamiliar
with the book might find "Watchmen'' a little confusing for the first
half. The beginning alS(I seems to
Jrag on, especially if viewers go in
expc<:ting nonstop action.
The film docs a good job of helping the viewer along, though.
"Watchmcn" is set in an alternate

setting in a beginning montage of
scenes from real world history and
pop culture, modified for the fictiona! world. The montage ilJustrates the emergence of masked
avengers, non-powered heroes who
get by on their wits and quick fists.
It establishes the Cold War and
how Nixon became president for a
third term. There is also mention of
the Keene Act, a piece of legislation
outlawing masked avengers.
The film also makes excellent usc
of musk. The aforementioned montagc is set to Bob Dyl;m's ''The

Topping off .•.
I can't hold it in any
longer. That is, . I
can't hold in thl'
anticipation I feel for
my wry first Keo·
tucky Derby expcri·
ence. The greatdt
horse race of all time
is nearly two monttis
away. I'm already
celebrating
preWhitney
Derby season •anli
Harrod
feel the need ' to
write about it.
•'
Of course I want to talk Derby hmidicapping, but this is a "style" column. So
sadly. I'm not going to sharl' my expertise on thoroughbreds named Chocolate
Candy or Starward Bound. But. in terms
of fashion, some of the must glamorous
people attend the actual Dcrbr race and
pre-season parties. Some infamous par·
ties (with booze and badass celebrities)
include the Barnes Stahle Rrown Gala
and the Mint Jubilee.
Preparations for deciding the most
flattering hat to wear, tlw perfect cock·
tail dress to twirl in and the perfect little
handbag for fitting gambling tickets in,
I
are currently underway.
Every year that I've watched the K~n
tucky Derby on TV, my mouth waters at
the sight of filthy rich and/ or urnate
women flaunting hat fashion. Whether a
hat consists of expensive silk flowers or
pink feathers, 90 percent of women in
attendance will sport one of many hat
variations. Heck, if jockeys and horse;
show off their colors. so can race goefs.
The act of wearing hats on Kentucky
Derby Day and Kentucky Oaks Day ·- a
filly's race - dates back to the 1800s
when horse races \\'ere labeled soci~l
events. Both upper-class women nnd
men dressed in their Sunday hest, with
women wearing largt··rimmcd hats. The
tradition has since been associatl•d witb
women and races across the Unitcu
States. including racing events far fro~
Kentucky in places such as Santa Anita,
Calif.
A few months ago, I watched an
episode of The Real Housewives
Orange County in which the housewives
went on a race-hat Shl>pping spree.
Unlike my Otidget. tlie women-with·(hsposable-incomcs' hat spending budl?et
was non-existent. I was even more
annoyed by the fact the women knew
absolutely nothing about horse racing,
yet they felt they had to look their best.
Thus. my advice to all women seeking
to dress up for races includes nctuatly
learning a thing or two about the horse
world. For example, Jessica Simpson
may look gorgeous in her pink and green
mini-dress frock complete with an ivorr.
large-brimmed hat. However. she is r\ot
stylish in any manner outside the L>l•rtiy
social scene.
There's even u show on Animal Planet
called "Jockeys." The reality show
sketches the world of thoroughbred
horse racing.
Final thought: Derby fashionistas need
to know the reasons they arc dressing up
in the first place.
·
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystare.edu.
••

Zero tickets: Save your cash
Ont• ticket: Only if you're bored
Two tickets: Rent it on Nctflix
Three tickets: Head to the box
office
Four tkkcts: A future classic

A day in.the life of:

Charlie Adams,
civil engineering
technology major

Every other week The News will feature a profile of a Murray State student from a unique major.

·or

Student.aesit,rns bt1ildings, learns about consrructien methods
Jess Nail
• Staff writer
When deciding on a
career. Charlie Adams,
senior from· Beaver Dam,
Ky., wanted to design the
buildings ~urrounding him.
Adams is a civil engineering technology major with
an emphasis in architecture.
often referred to as architcc·
tural engineering tcclmolo-

gy.
"I would like to work in a
big area designing large
buildings, sch~1ols, hospitals
and business property," he
said.
He said he has learned
many different aspects of

construction and design.
"In my major we learned
about building, wire, electricity, construction methods. constructional steel and
design," Adams said.
Adams said the hardest
pruiect he has done is his
senior project.
"We arc doing a lot of
business uesign Lhings that
we learned in previous
classes," Adams said.
Adams said he would like
to eventually go to graduate
school for architecture.
''You h;tve to go to archi·
tccturc school to be ~m
architect, so that is my next
move," Adams said.
Adams said he enjoys the

openness to different areas
and job opportunities.
Last summer Adams
worked fur The Comfort
Group in Nashville, Tenn.
"l worked as a designer.
drnwing things in 3D on the
computer," Ad:1ms said. "l
have had courses in how tu
draw in AutoCAD. I had a
background in the .;nftware
but I didn't know ;mything
abollt ventilation system:> or
plumbing."
Adams said students in his
class arc willing lo do a variety of t:•sks :md arc eager w
apply things they learn to
real-world situations.
Jess Nal/ can be reached at

l.tttn'n BcllfTht> New5

jessica.nall@murraystate.edu. Charlie Adams, senior from Beaver Dam, Ky., studies architecture.
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Charlotte Kyle
Assistant Features Editor
March is here, and with it comes the one day of the year you
can pinch your peer without receiving a lecture on violence.
St. Patrick's Day, typically celebrated March 17, honors the
Irish Saint Patrick. According to st·patricks-day.com, the
largest observance is in Ireland, whero almost all businesses,
other than pubs and restaurant11, close for the day.
While not an official holiday in the U.S., many celebrate by
wenring green. drinking alcohol and attending parades. The
Chicago River is dyed green each year by the Chicago Journey·
men Plumbers, while Major League Baseball teams dress in,
and sell. kelly green merchandise.
Kiernan Maguire.. junior from Louisville, Ky., said his heritage is about 85 percent Irish, so the 'holiday and customs are
important to him and his family.
"All of my sisters and I have ldih names," Mapire said. "My
last name!s Irish. I go by Kie.rnan, which is an Irish name most
people have never heard of. They hear It and say. •oh. that\s .a
really cool name' and I (tell them) it's Irish. Even i.fthey don't

....

---~

.

grade school
a pln that said, 'Glad to be Irish,' then
I had one that was my family's coat of ilrms on it," Maguire
said. "I'd usWilly wear those on St. Patrick's Day. In hi8h """''""'
w'hen I started wearing a tie I had one with shamrocks on it, so
I'd always wear that!'
This year, Maguire said he plans on taking advantage of his
age.
"I'm going to be go~ out with my sisters," Maguire said. "I
ex~t we'll have corned tiee£ and cabbage that night, but this
ineally thefl.Ut"Opportunitfl'~e b'aG to go out with my sisters
now that 1 can drink. We'll probably go to "Bnlrish bar or
heri~.
somethina like tliat in Louisville since I'll be liome:"
"It is good lcnowing where l come froml' Maf!ire said. "A
lot of it bas to do with what my parents, .aunts apd UQC)es have
With the 'COmbmation of Spring Steak and St. Patrick's Day two major college drinkigg holidays - Maguire urged students
done about findina where thdr ancestors came :from ail.d w)ien
and why. Whether it wu the p.ata£6 fitmine or dwing the civil
to be responsible.
•Know that people are go~ to be expecting you to go OQt
wars or if they just saw it as a great OPP9~' oo'ridng to thii
oh St. Patrick's Day, so the COP$ might look for any excuse to
nation. it's nice to know where you come f'tomand wliere..you
~~....,,-~Hid. "Fo~.._11verything to the letter.
~-ttniJS ( I f . ~Jd. '\
I
Mquire Said he p.anidpates in many St. Patrick..s Day tradiGet-a deslgnite1fdriver."
tions, such as wearing green and eat1ng corned beef and cab~
Charlotte
Kyle
can
be
reached
bage with .his family.
charlotte.lcyl.e@"murr.aystate.edu.
Irish."
Maguire said his cousins were head of the Ancient Order of
Hibernians in Louisville, Ky., a Catholic irish-American frater·
nal organization. When he Was younger, his grandmother used
to attend meetings and he woUld attend the St. Patrick's Day
parade with bis family.
·
Many gifts Maguire has received feature Irish symbols,.silch
as a wallet with an Irish circle on it, and the Irish-influenced
decor in his family's home. He said .hlS family is proud of their
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